
Question 1  
Coded message: 11, 1, 10, 9 

A) Today I feel personally moved (does not refer to dwelling) 
B) Today it is hard for me to move house (introduces hard)  
C) I don’t want to dwell on today (introduces a negative)  
D) Today is the day to move on (does not refer to dwelling) 
E) Today I am moving house (correct) 

 
Question 2  

Coded message: C4, G(8,11) 
A) The fire has gone out tonight (correct) 
B) The moon has made today’s fire cold (mixed combinations) 
C) Today the fire is as cold as the moon (unnecessary comparison) 
D) Today I saw cold fires in the night sky (introduces “I”) 
E) A daytime moon makes the fires feel cold (introduces “feel”) 

 
Question 3  

Coded message: B(3,10), C(B6) 
A) Air moves in the opposite direction to the spinning earth (introduces direction and 

spinning) 
B) Winds have blown the earth of its orbit (introduces orbit) 
C) Increasing air moves the soil in the opposite direction (move should be linked to air 

not earth/soil) 
D) The strong winds have eroded the soil (correct) 
E) Winds grow stronger as the Earth shrivels (introduces concept of lack of water) 

Question 4 
Coded message: (14, K6), CHJ17, 10, 1, K6 

A) I stopped breathing when I saw that pile of earth(no use of move) 
B) The view from the mountains took my breath away (correct) 
C) When I die, take my body to see the mountains (wrong tense) 
D) It used to be harder to move and breathe in the mountains (does not use stop, look 

or personal) 
E) I looked and my breathing stopped as I moved across the earth (does not use top) 

 
Question 5 

Coded message: 3, 5, BD1 
A) The rain makes me feel very cold (correct) 
B) Water increases my temperature (no air) 
C) The air and water make a beautiful cold mist (no personal) 
D) The steam is not as hot than before (no personal) 
E) The rain made me feel very cold (wrong tense) 

 
Question 6 

What would be the best way to encode the following:  
“The cold water and the hot air made yesterday very misty” 

A) D(5, C3), CH11, 3, 5 (opposite of air is hard to interpret) 
B) D5, CD3, H11, G(3,5) (wrong tense) 
C) D5, CD3, CH11, G(3,5) (correct) 
D) CD5, D3, CH11, 4, 5 (mist is poorly indicated) 
E) D5, CD3, G(3, 5) (no yesterday) 



 

Question 10 
Coded message: C(1,2)A, 1AC, G(15,16) 

A) My friends are authors of books that I like (introduces friends) 
B) Other people write much better than I can (correct) 
C) Foreigners can’t write in my language (introduces language) 
D) Other people can’t write as well as me (personal is negative) 
E) Other people are better at communicating than me (no paper) 

 
Question 11 

Coded message: B(F7), 16 
A) There is a message in the stars (correct) 
B) I communicate with the universe (introduces personal) 
C) I have a message from another planet (the sun is not a planet) 
D) Aliens are communicating from outer space (introduces aliens) 
E) There is more communication on sunny days (introduces days) 

 

 
Question 7 

Coded message: (B12, 8), CJ10 
A) Moonlight increases the sense of stability (does not use move) 
B) The bright moon makes it easy to get going (correct) 
C) The moon floats across the sky (if light is used for float then there is no use of move) 
D) The full moon has stopped shining (introduces full) 
E) The full, bright moon is on the wane (does not use enough codes – move plus the 

opposite of stop) 
 

Question 8 
Coded message : CB(1, 2), 5, C, 17 

A) My friend has water on the lung (opposite of breathe is not lung) 
B) The people I oppose breathe air (introduces air) 
C) My friend drowned (correct) 
D) My best friend has asthma (no use of water) 
E) My friends can breathe under water (friends is plural) 

 
Question 9 

Coded message: C(H11), (BE)D 
A) The future is likely to be much colder (wrong tense) 
B) The future is likely to be much warmer (wrong tense) 
C) Yesterday the temperature dropped dramatically (correct) 
D) Yesterday it was very cold (no use of fast increase) 
E) Yesterday it was freezing (freezing assumes more than simply temperature 

dropping) 
 



Question 12 
Coded message: BCD1, 10, C12, 13 

A) I am getting increasingly cold from moving heavy bags (no opposite of cold) 
B) I am less cold due to the light bag I moved (no opposite of light) 
C) I am very hot from dragging the heavy bag (correct) 
D) Moving light bags makes me warm (no opposite of light or use of increase) 
E) Moving dark bags in the cold is warm work (uses cold twice) 

 
Question 13 

Coded message: 1, G(3, 10, 5, 7, C7)A 
A) For me, the wind and rain is exciting (ignores sun) 
B) I am pleased that the clouds are blocking out the sun (ignores move) 
C) I really enjoy changeable weather (correct) 
D) On this sunny day the air is causing a pleasing ripple on the water (no opposite of 

sun) 
E) The weather is very changeable (ignores personal) 

 
Question 14 

Coded message: (B2, C1), E10, CE(3, 10) 
A) The gentle wind made us move more quickly than intended (no opposite of personal)
B) The gusts of wind upset the other tribe (introduces upset) 
C) The other tribe can run faster than the wind (correct) 
D) They can move faster than us (ignores air) 
E) Air moves fast, people move slowly (the speeds are the wrong way round) 

 
 
Question 15 

Coded message: 1, 2, 203, 6, 14, C5 
A) People are worried by the lack of water in the earth (no personal) 
B)  Looking for water in the earth worries most people (no opposite of water) 
C) The earth looks wet to us (no opposite of water) 
D) The parched earth has us all worried (no look) 
E) We are worried because the earth looks very dry (correct) 

 
Question 16 

Coded message: 1, CH102, 1,10, C12, 13 
A) I have a long term injury from carrying heavy bags (wrong tense and bags is plural) 
B) Carrying heavy bags has injured people I know (bags is plural) 
C) I was injured because I carried the heavy bag (correct) 
D) Light bags prevent us from getting injured (no opposite of light) 
E) I don’t want to be injured by carrying a heavy bag (wrong tense) 

 
Question 17 

What would be the best way to encode the following:  
“Raging fires and flash floods are equally dangerous” 

A) 4, 5, 109, 103 (no sense of extreme) 
B) 4, BE5, 109, 103 (fire is understated) 
C) BE4, BE5, 109, 103 (correct) 
D) E(4, 5), 109, 103 (ignores increase) 
E) B(4, 5) 109, 103 (lacks speed) 



 
Question 18 

Coded message: 1, 202, K6 
A) I am excited by the earth’s beauty (no top) 
B) I was excited when I saw a volcano erupt (introduces erupt) 
C) The earth’s surface is fascinating (no personal) 
D) I feel on top of the world (correct) 
E) I have a personal secret underneath the earth’s surface (no top) 

 
 

Question 19 
Coded message: C1, 14, (202, 203, 204, 205, 206), 106 

A) You look emotionally drained (correct) 
B) I feel emotional and empty (ignores opposite) 
C) You look a bit off colour (off colour is not the best interpretation) 
D) Showing your emotions is very personal (ignores empty) 
E) I see your moods go up and down (ignores opposite and empty) 

 
Question 20 

Coded message: B(1, 2), C205, H(10,B101) 
A) In future transport will be more efficient (ignores faster) 
B) Future travel will involve greater speed (no personal) 
C) We expect to travel faster in the future (correct) 
D) We are surprised that travel is so slow (ignores future and the opposite of surprise) 
E) In this day and age we expect to travel faster (ignores future) 

 
Question 21 

What would be the best way to encode the following:  
“People are surprised that I have lost so much weight” 

A) 2, 205, 1, 12 (no change in weight) 
B) 2, 205, (1, AB12) (assumes the weight loss is positive) 
C) 2, 205, (1, B12) (correct) 
D) (2, 205, 1), B12 (links personal to surprise) 
E) 2, 205, (1, BC12) (suggests getting heavier) 

 
Question 22  

Coded message: B(2, 10), C(106, 9) 
A) People are moving into the empty houses (ignores increase) 
B) The empty houses are filling up with people (no move) 
C) People expect to be able to move into an empty house (no personal) 
D) Mass migration is causing a housing shortage (correct) 
E) People are increasingly moving to find accommodation (ignores empty) 

 
 



 
Question 23 

Coded message: 14(2, 201), (1, 204) 
A) When I am angry people get hurt (ignores look) 
B) Staring at people angers them and can get me hurt  (angry is linked to personal not 

people) 
C) Staring at people makes me hurt and angry (hurt is not linked to personal) 
D) People look hurt when I get angry (people and hurt are the primary link, not look and 

hurt) 
E) Watching people get hurt makes me angry (correct) 

 
Question 24 

Coded message: 104, 107, B(10, 108, C108), (8, 107, 109) 
A) It is fun to spend time rocking in the moonlight (ignores increase) 
B) Fun times were had moving across the moonlike landscape (wrong tense) 
C) The good times come and go like phases of the moon (correct) 
D) Looking forwards rather than backwards, night is the time to have fun (ignores 

similar and introduces looking) 
E) Moving at night is more fun (ignores similar) 

 
 
 
What two additional codes would be most useful? 
 
Question 25 

Which would be the most useful two additional codes to convey this message: “It is increasingly 
worrying to see the weather conditions continue to deteriorate” 

A) It (unnecessary) 
B) Weather 
C) Continue 
D) Deteriorate (can use A,C) 
E) Conditions (unnecessary) 

 
Question 26 

Which would be the most useful two additional codes to convey this message: “The written 
word is valued more in our society than oral communication” 

A) Write (can use 15, 16) 
B) Value (can use A) 
C) Society 
D) Oral 
E) Word (part of communication) 
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